pr e mi um condoms

is a premium condom brand that comes in 14 exciting variants of styles,
colours, textures, flavours, shapes and sizes that increase the sensation for both partners.

Fiesta condoms:
Provide great protection from both pregnancy and STIs/HIV (Sexually Transmitted Infections/Human
Immunodeficiency Virus). They slip over the penis to prevent pregnancy and lowers the risk of STIs by
keeping sperm inside the condom and out of the vagina
Exciting variants offer enhanced sexual pleasure for both partners
Ensure STIs/HIV protection for women on other family planning methods (emergency contraceptive
pills, daily oral pills, implants, IUDs and diaphragms)
Allow couples to focus on pleasure without worrying about pregnancy or STIs
Can be used for oral, anal and vaginal sex
100% electronically tested and manufactured to meet the highest International Quality Standards

Fiesta Honey and Banana is banana
flavoured with a touch of honey to give a
sweet and tasteful all-round sensual
experience.

...puts the “f ” in fun

Fiesta Wet and Wild is a new extra lubricated
condom specially designed for long-lasting
lubrication, uninterrupted pleasure and
an ultra-smooth sexual experience.

Fiesta Prolong has a special delay
effect to make you last longer. It is an
ideal option in preventing premature
ejaculation.

Packing

12 packs per box

Comes in
14 exciting
variants!!!
Fiesta Strawberry is strawberry flavoured
to sweeten and stimulate the senses. It
also comes with 500 pleasure dots.

Fiesta Chocolate is chocolate flavoured to
turn on that extra spice and vibe. It also
comes with 50 pleasure rings.

Fiesta Ribbed has more than 50 pleasure
rings to increase stimulation for both
partners by adding extra friction.

Fiesta 3-in-1 is contoured, ribbed, and
dotted to give you and your partner triple
the excitement by adding extra friction
right where you need it.

Fiesta Original Black is black in colour
and designed to celebrate the black man.
It is also suitable for use during menstruation.

Fiesta Ultra Thin feels like you are wearing
nothing, yet strong and durable.

Fiesta Classic is well lubricated and
gently scented to guarantee a great
sexual experience.

...puts the “f ” in fun

Fiesta Glow sparks up your love life. It
is designed to glow in the dark,
making sex fun and freakier.

Fiesta Dotted comes with over 500
pleasure dots to touch every intimate
spot.

Fiesta Extra Strong is stronger than
your average condom and it is tear-proof
to withstand intense sex.

Fiesta XL (Extra-Large) has a special
flare shape that offers full protection and
extra pleasure for the well endowed.

Packing

12 packs per box

